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Dear Friends of the Reinhardt Abraham Memorial Foundation,

Despite the odds of a continuing global economic crisis also significantly impacting aviation
industry, both Boeing and Lufthansa Technik continued to support our student program
without any degradation. RASf can therefore look back to yet another very successful year
2010.
In addition, the interest in our program increased further. Last November we invited a record
number of 17 qualified applicants to our annual interview session at TU Berlin.
Four candidates were finally selected to join the program after a two day interview marathon
patiently and professionally conducted by Michael Garrett and Stephan Eelman of Boeing
and Savenia Budinic of Lufthansa Technik.
We recognize that all our supporters are facing challenges every year to be able to continue
their contribution to RASf. We very much appreciate your ongoing commitment, without this
we would not be able to successfully pursue our foundation’s mission.
On behalf of all members of the RASf team and the Management Board of Deutsche
Lufthansa Berlin – Foundation I would like to thank you for your continuing support! We
enjoyed working with you.
I wish you and your families a relaxing Holiday Season and all the best for a successful New
Year 2011!
Bernhard Conrad
Chairman of the Board
Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Foundation
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Johannes Sellack
Boeing Trainee Program 2010
September 2010 to March 2011
Thank you Boeing,
Technik and TU Berlin!

much easier than starting it in a new
environment. It was always very helpful
to contact former trainees as they were
great supporters.

Lufthansa
Arriving in Seattle

When I was selected for the Boeing
Trainee Program in November 2009, I
got kind of excited. I knew that it would
be an extraordinary experience
because of the reports from former
trainees. But I never dreamed that it
would be so great!
Preparation

I really enjoyed the meetings at
Lufthansa Technik (LHT) in Hamburg.
We were welcomed very pleasantly
and they gave us a very good overview
of the company and the extraordinary
RASf-Program. Especially the tour
through the LHT Basis was exciting:we
saw huge 747 private jets next to the
Ju-52. Since my internship started in
September 2010, I thought that there
would be plenty of time to prepare
everything. Looking back, I can say
that one could not start early enough.
There is a lot of paper work to do, as
for example the whole Visa application
process. Best practice is to get asmuch
as possible done at home, as it is

There were three of us taking the same
flight to Seattle: two future Boeing
trainees and one future student of the
University of Washington (UW). I can
only encourage you to take advantage
of this possibility, as things are much
easier when you already know
somebody else. It can take a while until
you are fully settled in the new working
environment, so it is good to have
some contacts at the UW.
The first two weeks we were really
busy with paperwork, the first contact
to Boeing and getting to know the city.
Boeing generously supported us with a
rental car and a nice hotel suite in
Downtown Seattle.
Thanks to the good contact to the
previous trainees, we were able to take
over their car and apartment. That
simplified things a lot.
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Working at Boeing

It was amazing how friendly we were
welcomed at the Boeing Company.
Right from the beginning, they gave
me the feeling of being part of a big
team. I really appreciate the spirit at
Boeing: it is all about asking. You can
step by at someone´s desk and he or
she is happy to give you insight into
their work. As a result, I was able to
join a 787 Flight Test. It was just
amazing
to
feel
the
people’s
enthusiasm and to get a first-hand
impression of this great airplane!
Although
my
job
at
Foreign
Certification is not directly related to
what I was doing during my studies, it
is a really good experience. I learn a lot
about the interfaces between the
Airplane Manufacturer, (Foreign) Civil
Aviation Authorities (CAA) and the
Customers. Since Certification involves
the whole commercial aircraft program,
I become more and more familiar with
the product portfolio of the Boeing
Company. It is also very interesting to
see, how much depends on open
communication. It is a huge benefit
from the RASf-Program, that trainees
are treated like first-time employees
rather than normal interns. We are
given tasks that require a high sense of
responsibility. For example, one of my
tasks is co-hosting a Validation

Meeting with the CAA of China for the
777-300ER. It feels good to be part of
a team and to be able to give
something back.

Leisure time
Living in Seattle is kind of a once in a
lifetime experience. In the hometown of
famous Jimi Hendrix, there is always a
good concert and a huge amount of
cultural activities ongoing. Especially
small bars have often an exclusive
offer of high quality live music.
here are also a lot of outdoor activities
available as for example hiking, surfing
and skiing. Within the reach of a two
hours drive are the Olympic Mountains,
the Cascade Mountains and the Mount
Rainier National Park. Vancouver and
Vancouver Island are also next to
Seattle.
Acknowledgement
I am really thankful for this unique
opportunity offered by the Boeing
Company in conjunction with LHT. It is
just great to get this insight and it will
help me a lot for my future steps. I can
strongly encourage every student to
become part of this extraordinary
program.
Finally, I would like to thank a few
people who made this possible. Peter
Marock and Olaf Reupke from the
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International Office of the Technical
University of Berlin (TUB), thank you
so much for your caring and supporting
attitude
towards
the
students.
Professor Jürgen Thorbeck, also from
the TUB, thank you for maintaining the
contact with LHT/Boeing and giving the
students such a great opportunity.

Alexander Heinrich
Boeing Trainee Program 2010
March 2010 to Sep 2010

I would also like to thank the former
trainees Matthias Beck, Alexander
Kaus and Alexander Heinrich for
sharing their experiences and helping
us so much getting settled in Seattle.
Savenia Budinic from LHT and April
Stempniak from Boeing were always
very supportive regarding all the needs
from us trainees. Thank you very
much!
My special thanks goes to Frank
Bindels and Elisabeth Martin from
Boeing, who aregiving me the greatest
opportunities and with whom I really
enjoy to work with.
I wish you all the best for the holiday
season and a good and successful
start into 2011!
Johannes Sellack
November 2010

Life
as
a
Boeing
Trainee:
Experience Report (September –
November 2010)
When I arrived in Seattle at the end of
August, I didn’t come by air from
Germany – I came by car. It was the
last of 4000 miles of road trip, all the
way from the other side of the USA
where I studied at the Georgia Institute
of Technology in Atlanta for a year.
Moving from one of the best examples
of The South to the major city of the
Pacific Northwest is in itself a big jump
but going from a busy student life to an
even busier work life is an even bigger
one. This report is about my first two
and a half months of working for The
Boeing Company and the experiences
I made both at work and during the
time off-work.
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I started in early September as a
member
of
the
787
Program
Manufacturing Engineering Core (ME
Core) group.
Our job is the assessment and
improvement
of
processes
and
procedures that govern the workflow of
manufacturing
engineers
and
technicians in every aspect of building
the 787 Dreamliner. Currently, our
primary focus isobviously to drive the
first deliveries of 787 to All Nippon
Airways and Japan Airlines which are
to take place in 2011. Additionally, the
integration of supplier processes and
the integration of manufacturing
processes at the recently acquired
Global Aeronautica, now Boeing South
Carolina in Charleston (they build the
aft parts of the fuselage), are part of
ME Core’s statement of work.
In general, Manufacturing Engineers in
ME Core are to a lesser degree
engineers in the sense of an
aerospace engineer or a mechanical
engineer but more process engineers
and project managers.
The job I have does clearly not require
all of the technical skills I have learned
in university: I do not ever see the
Navier-Stokes equations or even a
panel code; there are no coordinate
system transformations to be made or
the take-off gross weight of the aircraft
to be estimated. However, I get to see
the other part of making airplanes:
actually building it. Walking around the
unfinished airplanes of the 747, 777
and 787 programs, talking about
concepts
like
producibility
with
mechanics and the engineers directly
working with them provides a more
realistic perspective to everything we
learn in aerospace engineering: Not
every aspect of an airplane is defined
by lowest drag, best handling
performance or highest payload.
Engineers, even in the conceptual
design phase, need to think about how
to actually build their ideas. This is

what manufacturing engineering does:
building the bridge, being the interface
Figure 1: Overview of partners in the supply chain of the 787
(http://msnbcmedia4.msn.com/i/msnbc/Components/Art/B
USINESS/070709/AP_BOEING_787.gif)

between the conceptual and detailed
design phases and the actual
production of the 787: “Building The
Dream”!
Boeing is much more than just
manufacturing engineering and the
production line in the big factory
building in Everett. At that site, about
30 minutes North of downtown Seattle,
there
are
departments
ranging
everything from interiors production,
over
certification
and
product
development to pure research and
there is even more in the Puget Sound
area that includes the Everett and
Renton factories as well as multiple
other sites. With the Boeing badge one
can enter all (not otherwise, e.g. for
export control reasons, restricted)
Boeing facilities. Additionally, having
the status of an intern goes a long way
towards finding a spot in somebody
else’s calendar for a so-called
informational interview. In such a
meeting one can talk with a person in
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another department to learn more
about that department and the specific
person’s job. I used this to meet with
people that work in departments as
diverse
as
structural
design
engineering, optimization research and
aerodynamic product development –
and all of them within a 20 minute walk
or shuttle ride from my desk. These
meetings allow an even broader view
on the work of the 160.000 employees.
While work does take a lot more time
out of my day than I expected it, the
Puget Sound is a great area that needs
to be explored. Starting with the very
day I arrived in Washington, driving up
the 101 along the Pacific coast line
through
almost
rain
forest-like
landscapes to the Bavarian/Austrianinspired houses of Leavenworth in the
middle of the Cascade Mountains, the
Pacific Northwest has a lot to offer
within a 3 hour drive from Seattle!
Being able to actually see Mount
Rainier when coming back from work
or the Olympic Mountains from the
windows of my office is only limited by
the clouds – and even they are not as
omnipresent as we were told when
coming here. There has been a long
stretch of very nice weather allowing
for trips to the Olympic Mountains
(including driving through, but not
stopping in Forks), the Cascade
Mountains, exploring Seattle and some
of its sights, or just plain sitting on the
rooftop terrace and enjoying the view
over the surrounding neighborhoods
and all the way over to Mount Rainier.
It is now well into November and it
seems as if the well-known Seattle
weather put its grab on the city, but the
city features so much more in terms of
culture (the Art Museum, or watching
Metropolis at SIFF) and there are so
many cool neighborhoods to explore
on a Friday or Saturday night that the
remaining three and a half months will
be over sooner than expected.
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Matthias Beck
Boeing Trainee Program 2009
Sept. 2009 to March 2010
Report on my experience in Seattle
as a trainee at the Boeing Company.
by Matthias Beck
November 14, 2010

Let me start this report by saying
Thank You to the people involved in
this unique program and all who made
my trip to Seattle such an unforgettable
experience.
I would like to thank April Stempniak
from Boeing Commercial Airplanes
(BCA), project manager of Global
Trainee Program, who facilitated the
orientation process by carefully and
speedily taking care of visa matters in
advance, arranging for a rental car and
hotel during my first few days.
Savenia Budinic from HR at Lufthansa
Technik was a great help, too, in
easing the effort of visa application and
flight arrangements.

A special thanks goes to Alexander
Kaus. He helped me tremendously
during the first days of orientation and
settling in Seattle. Thank you to
Alexander Heinrich, who without
hesitating took over all my personal
belongings and the car after my time at
Boeing and therefore helped me
wrapping everything up before leaving
the country.
A very big thank you to Ken Henshaw
and John Craig, who both were
supporting and caring managers in the
department I was placed, Cabin &
Network Systems (CNS), who both
made it easy for me to become a part
of the group by promptly providing me
with the necessary resources and
introducing me to key employees.
Tim
Mitchell
(Offboard
Communications at CNS) and Casey
Fung
(Network
Information
Management & Transfer at Boeing
Research & Technology), who I closely
worked with, were fantastic mentors
and colleagues. Thank you for your
support and confidence, passing entire
projects into my responsibility and
letting me join you on the business trip
to San Diego and Warsaw.
I continue to look forward working with
you all in one way or the other. Stay in
touch!
Last but not least, I would like to thank
my family and Bianca for their
continues love and support. Thanks!
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Those who read the first paragraph
closely didn’t miss the fact that I had
the exceptional chance to go on a
business trip. Yes, Boeing paid me to
fly to San Diego, even though my
manager and I had to go through some
hoops to let me go on a trip as a global
trainee.
As a member of the offboard
communications group where my tasks
focused on technology assessment
and product development for ground
wireless technology, I was asked to
join a field test for new antennae and
modulations in the desert of California.
Together with Casey Fung I witnessed
several trials with Wi-Fi and WiMAX
technology and enjoyed beautiful
sunny San Diego two weeks before
Christmas whereas it was raining in
Seattle.
The tests went very well and the
relationship to my group and the
vendors we worked with was so good
that they even invited me to see some
more tests at the airport in Warsaw in
May this year. As we initially had
planned to perform these tests during
my work at Boeing, all parties later
agreed to have me in Poland even
after my time in Seattle had ended,
even though I was not working for
Boeing anymore, as the time schedule
had slipped.
At work I was also involved writing test
cases for other field tests, setting up
lab instrumentation, and even help on
writing two patents. I really enjoyed
working in the CNS group, even
though my theoretical background is in

aeronautical engineering rather than
electrical engineering. Therefore I have
had to brush up on a lot of knowledge
to be able to keep up with the work to
be done. But I am very grateful for
working in a slightly different field as it
is a great challenge and it reminds me
of the fact that life is a constant
learning experience.
The work was so interesting that back
in Germany I started to write one of my
research thesis papers on a similar
topic.

Many of my antecessors had waited for
the first flight of the Dreamliner 787. I
finally was lucky to have the sole
chance to see Boeing’s new aircraft fly
for the first time. The test aircraft were
parked just across the street near my
office. I was able to walk up to the
Dreamliner on Boeing Field see the
tests and tour the interior. 787 were
taking off and landing almost daily.
It makes me proud to have contributed
with my work to make this and other
new astonishing airplanes fly.

The new version of the 747, the 747-8
also had its debut, which I witnessed
on Paine Field in Everett. The flight
was delayed 3 hrs by some ground fog
but the sun forced its way through the
clouds and unlike for the Dreamliner’s
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first flight it later was a picture perfect
day allowing for the famous picture of
the 747-8 in front of Mt. Rainer which
we could all follow on our screens at
work.

With the dawn of spring, Seattle turned
into a beautiful blossoming city. I wish I
could have stayed longer. I definitely
will return to see more of the
picturesque
landscape
of
the
Northwest where there is so much to
do and see for every aviation
enthusiast and outdoor fan.

After my arrival in Seattle in September
of 2009, the weather soon changed
into the famous rainy days of autumn
and winter. But what came down as
rain in Seattle at the Puget Sound is
great snow in the numerous mountains
surrounding the city. Perfect for the
Winter Olympics in Vancouver that is
only 2 hrs away. I basically went skiing
or snow shoeing every second
weekend and was able to test the
Olympic runs at Whistler Mountain one
week before the competitions had
started. Boeing has a skiing club which
organizes fantastic trips to the great
skiing areas of the Northwest.

As this newsletter was often used to
pass on useful hints for the new
candidates, Alexander Kaus and I had
thought of collecting all this wisdom
and wrote up a handbook for the new
interns based on our experience
starting with the visa application
process and ending with some useful
travel advices. Please refer to this
handbook for all questions regarding
the preparation of your stay.
Congratulations to the new candidates!
The Reinhardt Abraham Scholarship is
an
unequaled
opportunity
and
facilitator for an amazing experience in
the field of aerospace engineering.
Best wishes for the Holiday Season
and a good start into a successful and
healthy year 2011 to all!
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Vikram Krishamurthy
Student Exchange Program 2010
Sep. 2010 to Feb. 2011
The journey began with a flight from
Berlin to Frankfurt. We faced
unfortunately a delayed flight, because
of hydraulic problems. However, we
managed to get our flight to Seattle,
which took approximately eleven
hours. Without sleeping once, I was
separated from the two Boeing interns,
which were picked up by Boeing
employers.
One
of
my
eight
roommates was waiting with her car to
drive me to our home. I arrived in the
afternoon and tried to stay awake as
much as possible in order to lose my
jetlag easier.
Finding a suitable place takes a long
time. In my opinion, a dorm room is too
anonymous and makes it difficult to
meet new people. That is why I choose
to find a shared house. Since I never
lived in Seattle, I could not tell the
differences of the neighborhoods. But
walking distance to campus was
important to me, that is why I choose to
live in the university district. A more
modern and nicer neighborhood would
have been Capitol Hill, but the
differences are not that noticeable. I
looked for two weeks in Craigslist for a
place. A lot of students look for a
roommate in the beginning of
September, because they usually
lease a house just for a school year.
The rent ranges between 400 and
700 $. Luckily, my second request was
a successful one. I found a place in a
shared house, which is four minutes
away from campus on Greek Row. My
roommates are very social, so it was
easy to get in touch with people from
Seattle immediately.
I used the first couple days to get to
know the environment. My roommates
helped me a lot to settle down.
Fortunately, all of them have a car,

which is the reason why I did not buy
one. Seattle has by the way a good
public
transportation
system
in
comparison to other American cities.
After a week of my arrival, the
University planned two introduction
weeks for the international students. It
was possible to participate on different
activities, such as hiking, sightseeing
or getting to know Seattle. Also, it was
a great opportunity to meet students
from all over the world. However
engineers are only a small part. I
recommend to everyone to participate
in these activities.
Personally, I want to deepen my
studies in control design. The
University offers a lot of courses in this
field. It is recommended to take 3
classes at maximum. I choose two
classes and one project. The first class
is linear theory, which is about the
mathematical background of control
design. The second class Control and
Stability is about control design for
aircrafts. Unfortunately, there is no
official way to write a master‘s thesis
as an exchange student. However, I
arranged an agreement with my
department in Berlin that I can use my
project as a master‘s thesis. This
project is about designing a software
interface to control multiple UAV at
once.
Of course, going to graduate school
was not my only reason to come to the
U.S. In the first weeks, I tried to
discover as much as I could about
Seattle. During school, it is difficult to
travel or to do a lot of activities,
because of the workload. However I
managed to go to the excellent gym at
the campus on a regular base.
Graduate Students from the aerospace
department often organize trips or
other things. The most notable event is
the weekly Spaghetti Wednesday.
People will come together and cook.
Since traveling is very cheap in the
U.S. I try to travel to many towns as
possible, e.g. Vancouver is only a
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three hours drive away. Winter sports
are easily accessible for people who
like to enjoy those.
After all, the first three months were
amazing and I am looking forward for
the next ones. I have to thank the
RASF Program for making this
possible.

Galem Kayo
Boeing Trainee Program 2010
Sep. 2010 to March 2011
Preparation
I would first and foremost start by
expressing my gratitude to the
Lufthansa Berlin Foundation and all the
people at Boeing and TUB that work to
offer us this extraordinary opportunity
of professional development. It has
been a long haul from the application
to the RASF scholarship to my start
here at Boeing in Everett. I remember
reading about this opportunity at the
Institute
of
Aeronautics
and
Astronautics, and thinking to myself:
well, I am going to take a bold shoot
and apply. The Boeing Company
certainly means a lot to any aspiring
aerospace engineer for it has, among
other things, set the standards in this
discipline worldwide. After managing to
gather and submit all the documents
required on time, came an impressive
interview I had to go through along with
about a dozen of other very qualified
candidates. I was kept waiting after the
interview with a glimpse of hope that I
might be offered a place, until short
before Christmas when I received the
confirmation of my selection; this made
the holiday particularly jolly to me.
I received further details about my
placement at Boeing about in the
middle of the year. At this point I had to
rush to complete all the necessary
formalities to work and stay in the
United States. A part that is not to be

underestimated, because it demands a
considerable amount of paperwork. I
had to manage the whole process
while completing an internship at
Lufthansa Technik in Hamburg, and
also struggling to fulfill the last
requirements for my graduate degree
at TUB. Fortunately all things could be
set up about two weeks before the
scheduled start date. I joined Johannes
and Vikram, the other scholarship
recipients, and we traveled on the
same flight from Berlin to Seattle in
early September.
The first days in Seattle were very
busy. There were obviously still a lot of
things to do upon arrival in order to
properly settle and start working. The
very comfortable accommodation in a
hotel downtown during the first two
weeks, so as the car rental at our
disposal for about a week made thing
easy. We were able to get around in
the city and carry out opening our bank
accounts, getting a social security
number and looking for a place to stay.

Seattle's skyline on Sunday morning from Alki
Beach
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I chose to rent an apartment in Everett,
a few miles from the company’s offices
in order to avoid long daily commuting.
Jan and Johannes took over Alex’s
and Deepak’s apartment in the
Greenwood area. The handbook
written by Alexander and Matthias last
year provide exhaustive information on
how to settle in Seattle. I would
recommend the future participants to
read and follow the guidance in it
accurately.

in the systems engineering discipline.

Jan and I with Boeings Vice President Steve Atkin

The work experience at Boeing
I am working in the 787 Airplane Safety
Engineering group in Everett. Our
responsibility is to ensure the safety
and the reliability of the 787 Airplane.
Upon arrival the first day, I had a half
day orientation and started working of
my first assignment immediately
afterwards. The Implementation of
design safety requirements and
objectives at airplane level involves a
lot of technical coordination between
functional disciplines and subsystems
design groups. So, in the afternoon of
my very first day already, I had to get
on the phone and talk to engineers in
different disciplines whose work was
related to my assignment. Effective
communication and acquisition of
information in a company of such a
size is a whole skill in itself. This was
quite new for me since the bulk of my
previous work experiences had been in
research and development. I also get
to participate to some multidisciplinary
engineering review board meetings
were decisions concerning current
issues are taken, and had the chance
to participate to safety reviews of the
787-8 airplanes that are being built in
the factory. In the coming weeks, I will
be working with the technical fellow of
our group on a research related topic
that might eventually lead to a scientific
paper.
I am very satisfied with my placement
because it matches exactly my interest

This is all the more so exciting
because I am given the opportunity to
take part in the last phase of the
development
of
a
revolutionary
airplane. Witnessing how such a
complex piece of technology is realized
is a very educative experience. The
technical and analytical skills gained at
the institute of aeronautics and
astronautics prepared us sufficiently for
this kind of industry assignments. I had
for example the chance to work as a
system engineer in a student satellite
development project at TUB. An
experience that made me familiarize
with the fundamental concepts and
paradigms in that discipline. This made
things easier for me at Boeing. I could
start performing real work in this area
from day one.

Most of my colleagues are very
experienced engineers. I am by far the
youngest engineer in the group. We all
get along very well, and work in a
relaxed, yet serious atmosphere. A
group meeting is held weekly, and the
tradition requires new employees in
787 safety engineering to bring donuts
and open the meeting by telling a joke
the first time they attend. So, a few
days before my first group meeting
almost everybody in the group was
excited and very curious about the joke
I was going to tell. Finding a good one
that was appropriate for the formal
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settings proved to be a challenging
exercise to me, because I had little
clue about what Americans can laugh
about. I finally figured some nice joke
out. One of the things that have
impressed me the most is the
management culture at Boeing. It is
hard to believe how accessible
managers actually are in that
company.
I have been trying to set a useful
precedent for future scholarship
recipients and organize the completion
of my masters’ thesis with Boeing and
TUB. I am in the process of trying to
obtain the necessary clearances in the
company as well as adequate support
and supervision from the university.
Boeing information protection policies
are the most challenging hurdle I have
encountered in the process so far.
But there are good prospects at the
moment that a consensus will be
reached.
Living in Washington
I am living a few miles away from the
Boeing plant in Everett as mentioned
above. I originally intended to live close
to the work place and get to work or
travel to Seattle when needed using
public transportation. I quick realized
after about a week that it was a very
impractical and uncomfortable plan.
Public transit in Washington is a
nightmare. Nothing to do with – in
comparison – German luxury and
highly flexible public means of
transport. I bought a car in my third
week of stay. A Buick that made my life
in this state way much easier. Except
that although I live just 3 miles away
from work, I still have to stay up at 5.30
a.m. and drive to work very early in
order to get a decent parking spot. This
is not necessarily bad, because I also
get to finish work earlier and have the
rest of the afternoon to pursue other
activities.

There are a lot of things to do in and
around Seattle according to one’s
preferences. I personally drive down to
Seattle almost every weekend. Everett
is not a very social place. There is not
much to do down there apart from
working, shopping or eating, there are
plenty of shopping places and eateries
down there. So, every time I want to go
out I drive for about 25 minutes down
the Interstate-5 from Everett to Seattle.
Going out in Seattle is a lot of fun,
there are a lot of interesting places to
hang out. It also has a vibrant music
scene. There are a lot of live music
acts from astonishingly talented yet
unknown artists to enjoy. I spend about
an hour every day at Boeings activity
center in Everett. It is the sporting
man’s paradise. A well equipped
fitness center, with a cool indoor
running track, indoor basketball,
volleyball and badminton courts. I
participate in group workout programs
they offer and also play basketball
there with other employees. I am
planning some trips in the northwest
pacific area early next year to ski, see
the Trailblazers play in Portland and
visit Vancouver, Canada. The thing
that I have enjoyed the most in the
USA is definitely the friendliness,
openness and laid back ways of the

people. I found their casual friendliness
in particular very refreshing. Smiling
folks, saying Hello, promptly offering
for
help,
starting
spontaneous
conversations. This is quite frankly not
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exactly what I expected, for Americans
are hardly ever portrayed that way
overseas. Seattle is also a place of
considerable diversity, something that I
have also enjoyed very much. One
should certainly pay attention to what
one eats here. The food is plenty but
unhealthy in America, to the extent that
the physical shape of some citizens is
starting to concern the political class.

Deepak Kumar

Boeing Trainee Program 2010
March 2010 to Sep. 2010
I want to kick start by thanking The
Boeing Company, Deutsche Lufthansa,
Reinhardt
Abraham
Memorial
Foundation & my university Berlin
Institute of Technology for arranging
such a wonderful and academic
oriented exchange program.

The Boeing internship program
was an eye opener for each one of us,
as it enriched our thoughts with
advancements in technologies and
especially for me, the manufacturing
side of aerospace industry. As I have
experienced
and
honed
my
manufacturing skills in automobile and
heavy machinery industry, but this
gave me a new bright insight towards
aerospace
manufacturing.
To

manufacture and maintain an aero
plane which is of that big size is not a
very easy task. I was amazed at
information
and
material
flows,
portrayed on the value stream were
practiced so precisely and accurate, to
have no chances for rework. I also had
the great opportunity to interact with
the high profile managers on Boeing’s
exponential growth in the recent past
and future perspectives in the
aerospace market. We also had the
best opportunity of experiencing the
shop floor walk on 787 Dream liner
assembly line & 737 Moving assembly
line.
Coming
to
my
personal
experience about Seattle and USA, it
was a quite good and adventurous. It
was nice to interact with American
people and learn their lifestyle and
especially the history, culture, values
and food habits. It is a vast land of with
different sets and races of people who
immigrated for a better living. Coming
to traveling, I visited important places
on West coast and vital few like New
York, New Jersey, Chicago and Boston
on the east. The style of living in east
coast is very fast and it is a typical
metro city life, whereas the West coast
had a mediocre slow and calm life. The
weather in Seattle was not as I
expected to be. There was nearly a
max of 6 weeks continuous sun and
the rest of the days, it was cloudy or
raining.
I sincerely again thank The
Boeing Company, Deutsche Lufthansa,
Reinhardt
Abraham
Memorial
Foundation & Berlin Institute of
Technology for organizing this beautiful
program and I wish them all success
for the years to come.
Deepak Kumar
Masters in Global Production
Engineering – Berlin Institute of
Technology
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A Merry and Peaceful Christmas Time To All of You and
A Happy and Successful New Year

Wolfgang Hübel
Secretary of the Foundation
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